Level 1 Curriculum
	
  

Week

Agenda

Objective

1

1A: Addition/subtraction using
numbers and word problems.
1B: Reading fluency and sight
words

1A: To use addition and
subtraction to solve and create
word problems. Identify when to
use addition vs subtraction
1B: Develop reading skills
through skimming, scanning and
predicting

1A: Comparing quantities
1B: Reading and comprehension
using passages.

1A: Identify greater than, less
than, equal to using 2 and 3 digit
numbers
1B: Identify main idea, purpose,
characters and setting

1C: Writing fluency
1D: Intro to science. Identifying
living and non-living things.

1C: Answer open ended questions
efficiently through writing.
1D: To identify what things are
living and non-living
1C: Learning to restate the
question to ensure correct
comprehension and allow time to
think before answering
1D: Learning to identify the 5
senses
1A: Introduce multiplication
skills. Learning to count by 2s,3s
& 5s using different techniques
1B: Learning how to use context
clues to help define vocabulary

(6/17/19-6/20/19)

2
(6/24/19-6/27/19)

3
(7/1/19-7/4/19)

(7/8/19-7/11/19)

1C: Learning to restate the
question
1D: Using your senses

5

1A: Intro to multiplication
1B: Vocabulary

4

(7/15/19-7/18/19)

(7/22/19-7/25/19)

1A: Using Clocks to identify time
1B: Reading and comprehension
using passages

7

1C: Writing prompts
1D:Life cycle of plants

6

(7/29/19-8/1/19)

8
(8/5/19-8/8/19)

1C: Fix it sentences
1D: Life cycle of plants cont.

1A: Identify time using analog
and digital clocks
1B: Identify main idea, purpose,
characters and setting after
reading
1C: Write out detailed/expanded
sentences
1D: Explain the function of each
plant part, what plants need to
grow, plant life cycle vocab
1C: Fixing capitalization and
punctuation in sentences
1D: Explain the function of each
plant part, what plants need to
grow, plant life cycle vocab

Curriculum Information
*Focus 1A: 1st/2nd grade Math
*Focus 1B: 1st/2nd grade Reading
*Focus 1C: 1st/2nd grade Writing
*Focus 1D: 1st/2nd grade Science
-Academic time is 80 minutes Monday-Thursday, 40 minutes for first section daily. 40 Minutes for second section daily.

